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   PART ONE: READING                                                              (15 points) 
 

Read the text carefully and do the activities. 
 
 

                                                      The Empire State Building 
 

      If you go to New York, you must visit the Empire State Building in Manhattan. It is 
taller than the buildings around it - it is a skyscraper : it has 102 floors! 
     The architects designed it in 1930, and it was finished in 1931. The builders worked 
extremely quickly: they built four floors a week!  
     Inside the building, there are no apartments, but there are many offices. Hundreds of 
businessmen and secretaries work in them everyday. 
     If you want to see the view from the top, you can go up 1.860 steps but there are also 
73 elevators! They go very fast: you can be on the 80th floor in a minute. You take another 
elevator to the 86th floor, and a third one to the 102nd. The best time to visit the Empire 
State Building is in the late afternoon, because you can see New York by day and then by 
night. The view is incredible. 
                                                                 From “Off we go” Bordas. 
 

A - Comprehension :(7 points) 
    1 - Say whether the following statements are True or False according to the text. 
        a)  Manhattan is in New York. 
        d) No building is taller than the Empire State Building. 
        c) Many people live in the Empire State Building. 
        d) It takes the elevators a long time to reach the top of the building. 

 

    2- Answer the following questions according to the text. 
        a) How much time did it take to build the Empire State Building? 
        b) How many elevators do we need to take to reach the top of the building? 
        c) What is the best moment to visit the Empire State Building? Why? 

 

    3 - In which paragraph is it mentioned that there are no inhabitants in the Empire  
          State Building? 
 

   4 - What / Who do the underlined words refer to in the text? 
          It §2  ;  them §3  ; one §4 
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B- Text Exploration:  (8points) 
     1) Match the words with their definitions: 

     words                         definitions 
a) skyscrapers 
b) offices 
c) elevators 

1) Set of rooms where people work. 
2) Machines that carry people to different levels in a building. 
3) Very tall buildings in a city. 

   2) Ask the questions that the underlined words answer: 
       a) You must visit the Empire State Building. 
       b) The elevators go very fast. 
    3) Classify the following words in the table. 
      Building  -  extremely  -  quickly  -  incredible 
 

 prefix      root   suffix 
   

      

4) Classify these words according to the number of their syllables. 
        Architects  -  view  -  secretaries  - buildings 

 

  One syllable  Two syllables  Three syllables  Four syllables 
    

 

5)Reorder the following statements to get a coherent paragraph. 
        a) a wild country with huge forests and many lakes. 
        b) which can land on lakes. 
        c) the Yukon River is in the west of Canada, 
        d) the country is so big that 
        e) many people have planes 
 

PART TWO: Written Expression                                        (5 points) 
 

      Choose ONE of the following topics. 
Topic one: 
       The Empire State Building attracts thousands of tourists to New York. 
In about 80 words write the description of a monument which can attract tourists to 
Algeria. 
What is it? Where is it situated? Why is it attractive? 
 

Topic two:  
      Write an e-mail to your key pal in which you describe your country (Algeria) and 
particularly your hometown (the city where you are from).  
 
 
 
 
 

 


